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AMPS

1+3=?
AER Amps One & Three
Smaller, lighter, louder: since the dawn of the digital age, there has rarely been a manufacturer who has not
jumped on this bandwagon. While many bass players swear by this kind of amplification, a not insignificant
number of musicians are unhappy with the quality of the sound and fall back on traditional alternatives. It is
precisely for this group that, a couple of years back, AER developed two combos which combine analogue
switch technology with sufficient power and comprehensive tone control, while keeping the weight to a
minimum.
By Sebastian Stolz
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S

ince the company was founded in
1992, AER has built a reputation in
the field of amplifiers for acoustic instruments, and is one of the market leaders.
Its Amp One and Amp Three, which are handmade in Germany, have been on the market
since 2007. Apart from the loudspeakers,
which are specially made for AER by the Italian
firm Sica, and the casing, which is manufactured in Hungary, all the components are produced in Germany. This is old-fashioned
quality workmanship, “Made in Germany and
the EU”. The Bass-Line series also includes the
Amp Two, the largest combo for e-bass, and
the Basic Performer 2 and Bass Cube models,
which are designed for use with the double
bass.

Elegance in Black
The visual effect of the two amps is unpretentious and classy. Their black front is undisturbed by light-coloured elements, and even
the company logo is not unduly prominent:
pure understatement. The resulting look is
suitable for shows of all kinds, a major advantage at least for professional use. For sophisticated productions, such as in theatres, the
optics can be almost as important as the
sound. When I think of some of the designs of
other manufacturers, with gaudy colours that
make themselves conspicuous all the way to
the back row…

ily accessible on the top of the box. The selfexplanatory control panel has a knob for the
gain, and displays for clipping and mute, located directly beside the mute control. There
is also a function to reduce the input sensitivity
by ten decibels, allowing signals with higher
sound levels to be adjusted precisely. Then
there is a three-band equalizer, offering bass
and treble settings, parametric mids, and two
presets. There is also a tool specially developed
by AER called a tone balance, a compressor,
and to the far right the master volume control
and an LED power indicator.
On the back of the box there are additional
ports offering a range of options. In addition
to the adjustable DI output with ground lift,
there are three (!!!) further output ports. One
is set up for stereo headphones and switches
the loudspeaker to mute when in use: ideal for
practise. The line out outputs a raw signal from
the preamp which can be used for any purpose. The sub out gives a signal specially
adapted for active subwoofers, in order to expand the range of frequencies downwards
without creating problems with the phases.
But that’s not all! Of course there is also the
classical send-return effects loop, which can
be switched on and off by an optional foot

switch. And if that’s not enough, the two additional inserts can be used to connect other
effects or instruments before or after the
equalizer, a distinction which is of key importance for the DI signal. A separate output for
the tuner and an aux input with adjustor for
mobile source feeds are also standard.

Real-life experience
There is no question that Amp One and Three
are made for the professional bassist who
needs a flexible setup with a minimum of fuss.
Here are some scenarios showing how the
many functions of the two amps can be applied creatively.

Scenario 1
In a small club, the sound equipment is on the
stage. The equalizer is used to adjust the basic
sound, and a small pedal is connected to the
send-return, which can be switched on and off
as required. As the acoustics are difficult, the
drummer cannot hear the bass well from
where he is sitting. No problem: a cable from
the line out is quickly connected to a small
monitor box, with which he can increase or

All the components are beautifully worked,
every screw sits perfectly, and the controls
turn with a pleasant degree of resistance. The quality craftsmanship is carried over “seamlessly” – if you’ll
pardon the pun – to the accompanying
gig bag. Its reinforced bottom provides
optimum protection for easy transport,
while the medium-sized side pocket is suitable for all kinds of cables and accessories.
With a total weight of 16 kg including gig
bag, these two amps can be handled comfortably as hand luggage.

Sumptuous!
Apart from the speakers, the components of
these two amps are identical. Whereas Amp
Three contains two eight-inch speakers, its
brother uses a single ten-inch. This makes it
slightly smaller and about 1.5 kg lighter. At
200 W the power used by the amp is fairly
conservative. Both amps seem louder than the
figures would suggest – but more of that later.
All the important operator controls for the
comprehensive features of the system are eas-
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decrease the bass signal independently of the
bass amp.

Scenario 2
The town festival with the big main stage is
coming up. Here every signal goes over the
public address system, including monitoring,
and the band only has to provide the backline.
At the sound check it becomes clear that the
amp’s equalizer should only be used for adjustments on stage, because the Front of
House colleagues prefer to have the unprocessed signal at the desk. However, a small
tube preamp is required in the signal chain,
and should actually always be on. So it is connected to the insert pre eq via a stereo Y-cable,
and the DI out is switched to post eq. In this
way only the bass signal with the tube is fed
into the public address system, while the stage
sound can be adjusted with the equalizer of
the amp. During the sound check the bass
player notices that the signal lacks foundation.
Fortunately, the band has brought along an
active subwoofer for all eventualities. In a jiffy,
it is connected via the sub out, and becomes
part of the sound mix. Then there is another
problem: the monitor speaker is located at the
front edge of the stage next to the microphone, for which reason the other instruments
cannot be heard properly more than a few meters away. So the band asks the Front of House
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for the monitor mix, and connects this to the
amp via the aux. This does not achieve the
same sound quality and volume as with the
actual monitor, but it is quite sufficient for the
band to be able to follow what is going on.

Scenario 3
During a musical production in the theatre, a
silent stage is required. The band is sitting in
the orchestra pit in front of the stage and
using ear monitors. To save channels, double
bass and electric bass must be combined via
a DI box. Because space is very tight, an EUB
(electric upright bass, a kind of double bass
with a small solid body) is played instead of
the larger instrument. This is connected to the
input of the amp and processed with the
equalizer to make the EUB sound as acoustic
as possible. The active electric bass is connected to the insert post eq and adjusted via
the tone control of the instrument, thus bypassing the equalizer of the amp, which is
needed for the EUB. Further effects can be
connected to the send-return as required, including a volume pedal, to ensure that both
instruments are always optimally placed in the
mix. When the EUB is not being played, it can
be muted by a footswitch which has been
plugged into the effects loop. The electric bass
has a volume control. On the DI, which of

course is post-equalizer, the Front of House receive both signals combined into one and optimally processed for the individual instruments,
so that they only have to make minor adjustments to the hall. A small two-channel mixer is
recommended to control the ear monitors. One
channel contains the monitor signal from the
Front of House with all the signals, while the
other contains the bass signal from the line out
of the amp and the band members can mix the
sound individually at their ear-piece. In such a
situation in the pit, the amp must not be
switched on, so the signal from the sub out
goes to a pleasure board under the feet of the
band, allowing them to feel the bass.
These three scenarios are only examples of situations that a bass player may encounter. The
possibilities of using these two amps strategically are immense and show how well thoughtout the AER concept is. What is offered here in
one package is top league and can truly be described as a professional tool. It goes without
saying that all the signals work silently and to
the highest quality. But leaving the equipment
aside, how do the two amps actually sound?
Are they also suitable for bass players who only
want plug-and-play?

Fraternal twins
Let’s start with Amp One. After adjusting the
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levels of the classical passive jazz bass, we
have the first surprise: Wow, that amp is loud!
The master volume control is barely turned up
to a quarter, and already the neighbours are
already knocking at the door. The sound pressure and volume are enormous and would
never be expected from such a small combo. I
hear quite a neutral sound with the typical
nasal overtones that we are familiar with from
ten-inch speakers. The foundation is acceptable, although not overemphasized. This
changes radically with the bass boost, which
raises the frequencies around 55 Hertz by ten
decibels. Now the small cube sounds like an
industrial-strength electric bass amp with a
good many more speakers. With the parametric mids you can filter out the nasal sound as
well, because it is possible to adjust the settings to either a specific frequency or a range.
The higher registers can be cushioned beautifully by setting the treble control to 6 kilohertz,
creating a smooth overall sound. Combining
this with the colour switch, which begins at
3.8 kilohertz, it is possible to create a very spatial sound that never feels artificial and preserves the natural tone of the instrument. The
sound scale brings further options into play,
giving form to the signal. The balance feature
determines whether the low or high frequencies are emphasized. Intensity controls the
strength of the intervention. Although this particular sound filter is unusual, it can be operated intuitively with just a little practice.
Not much need be said about the compressor.
For me personally, it's one of the best compressors I've ever laid hands on, especially when it
comes to modifying the signal discreetly without robbing the sound of its dynamics. Of
course, it can let rip when necessary.

it's much more neutral and smoothly tuned.
This is especially noticeable with the fretless
bass and double bass, which come over as
wonderfully melodically and lyrical. In a direct
comparison of the two amps, the Amp One
can be tagged with the attributes “oldschool” and “vintage”, while the Amp Three
belongs more to the categories “neutral” and
“hi-fi”.

On stage
To complete the evaluation, the amps were
deployed in a variety of combinations on
stage. The first opportunity was a jazz rock
quartet consisting of two guitars, bass guitar
and drums. On the five-string bass, both combos held their ground well, though the Amp
Three made the low B sound a little rounder
and more spacious. Neither of them lacked
volume, because the power reserves are overwhelming and there was no fear of not being
heard. Next we tested them with a loud rock
band. Here a four-string P-bass was used,
which sounded better with the Amp One. The
Amp One pushes the tone out vehemently,
which impressed all the musicians involved,
and even the normally thunderous drummer
asked to have the “roaring box” turned down.
The Amp Three sounded more tame and cultivated by comparison, although equal in volume. At the end of the weekend there was a
traditional German morning jazz-and-beer gig
with double bass and fretless bass. Here again
the Amp Three scored best because of the delightful way it presented the double bass.
Without the bass boost, the sound became
soft, trim and neat: an awesome sound! In
comparison, the Amp One sounds rather rocky
and compressed.

Quo Vadis?
In general, we can say of the Amp One that
the character of the ten-inch speaker is always
present in all of the sound-modifying features.
It is fast and powerful and provides a light
compression which is entirely its own. At
higher volumes, the sound feels almost like a
tube, pleasantly dirty and creamy.
For the Amp Three the same general description applies, except that the sound smacks
slightly of hi-fi. The two eight-inch speakers
are lively and agile, offering fine silvery highs,
which is why I personally like the setting without "colour" better here. Furthermore, the
Amp Three has slightly accentuated low mids
without the nasal tone, which means the bass
harmonizes well in the overall mix. All in all

Which of the two amps is suitable for whom
is ultimately a personal decision. The Amp
Three is more neutral and therefore more universally tuned, promising particular advantages for fretless instruments. It does not add
anything to the sound of the instrument, but
amplifies the signal as it is. Its cultivated lowmiddle tone blends well into the overall sound
of any musical situation. For pure electric bass
players with loud environments, I am inclined
to recommend the Amp One. Its enormous
pressure and light compression lend colour to
the tone without distorting the natural sound
of the instrument. Especially modern boutique
basses, with their clear sound reminiscent of
hi-fi, could find their companion piece in this
amp.

TECHNICAL DATA
Manufacturer: AER Music GmbH
Country of Origin: Germany
Amp One & Amp Three:
Input: Combo socket, XLR + jack ¼” (6.35 mm)
EQ: 3-band tone control
Colour: ‘mid-cut-treble-boost’-filter
Balance: Allows emphasis of high or low range
frequencies or a combination of both.
Effect: Compressor (Threshold, Ratio)
Power amp: 200 W / 8 Ohm, dynamic control
Signal processing: Subsonic filter, low distortion RMS limiter
Features: Headphones-out, line-out, sub-out,
send, return, footswitch (muting and effect loop)
connector for pre/post EQ, aux in, adjustable DIout
Amp One:
10“ Neodymium-speaker
12.8“ x 14.8“ x 11.6“/ 325mm x 375 mm x 295
mm (HxWxD)
Weight: 29.8 lbs
Amp Three:
2 x 8“ Heavy-Duty speaker
14.37“ x 16.54“ x 11.81“ / 365 mm x 420 mm
x 300 mm (HxWxD)
Weight: 35.3 lbs / 16 kg

By the way…
I personally was so impressed with the AER
concept that I bought the Amp Three on the
spot. As a professional bass player with over
100 gigs in different line-ups per year, I had
been looking for a tool like this for a long
time. The three scenarios I have described illustrate the possibilities, ranging from simple
plug-and-play to complex solutions in orchestral situations. Transportation is also improved: with a bass on my back and an Amp
One or Three in my hand, I can comfortably
use public transport without sacrificing highquality sound. Of course, a combo is always a
compromise. But if you're not touring the stadiums of the world, you'll find the Amp One
or Three (and perhaps an additional extension
from the same manufacturer) to be an extremely professional companion for 99 percent of all gigs, resplendent with stylish optics,
a magnificent sound, and probably the best
z
electronics on the market.
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